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The Chimney

The Chimney has two strong exhibits for you to visit sooner or later. One is on-site at 
the Chimney’s home outpost, the other not too far away in an outpost you might call 

new or newish — historical emphasis on -ish.

At the gallery’s home space is “Twilight Chorus,” where a duo of cleverly brick-

niche’d, collaged-in assemblies lingering in the circumstantial hinterlands scan as a 

scrapbook-like index of the trappings of street art, potentially hinting at rather

immediate exteriors. Objects elsewhere place you in the landscapes and 
atmospheres of paintings by many a surrealist. Works tucked into yet other nooks 
unfurl in extended intimacies, and chromatically order, reflect and unfold like 

mascara compacts and make-up tables. 
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Many objects rich in reference and reminiscence in this also somewhat quietly 
rambunctious group show. Taken all together, it’s like an immersive diorama à la Miró. 

Featured artists are Mariana Garibay Raeke, Ilana Harris-Babou, Circe Irasema, 
Héctor Jiménez Castillo, Mario Navarro and Marco Rountree. The show is a 

collaborative effort with a Mexican arts collective called guadalajara90210 .

That on-site show might sound like a lot to take in, in a way. But then there’s the off-

site one.

Sprawling throughout six large, raw spaces and spread over several floors are 
somewhat site-specific, somewhat circumstantially installational works to see, hear 
and immerse yourself in, amounting to a cracking good summer group show 

featuring ten artists and presented by The Chimney at a space known, at least now 

—or at least ‘for now’ — as Ulmer Arts, erstwhile home of Wilmer Ulmer Brewery. 

Towering sculptures, dangling textiles, enormous bugs, spiritual instrumentals, LED 
trickery, implied table games and then some are descriptive of the nature of some of

the many, many pieces on view by a promising group of artists, including Autumn 
Ahn, Lino Bernabe, Andrew Erdos, Riitta Ikonen, Sara Mejia Kriendler, Aaron Taylor 

Kuffner, Yasue Maetake, Desire Moheb Zandi, Matt Taber and Nelly Zagury. 

The exhibit will be open on weekends through 7/28, and the location is 81 Beaver 
Street near the triangulated intersection with Arion and Bushwick. One of the better 
things you might do in NYC this summer, art-wise, is not miss seeing these Chimney 

exhibits, and the off-site one in particular. 

Paul D’Agostino, Ph.D. is an artist, writer, translator and curator based in Brooklyn,

New York. More information about him is available here, and you can find him as

@postuccio on Instagram and Twitter.FacebookTwitterShare
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